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Submission from Fife Council 
 

Fife Council welcomes the opportunity to contribute to this consultation and would respond 
as follows: 
 

Committee’s Call for evidence      

1.         What are the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed Bill?   
 
Advantages: 
 
Fife Council welcomes the additional cost recovery options that this Bill would provide 
following defective and dangerous buildings interventions beyond those currently available 
to local authorities via civil debt recovery procedures. 
 
Having the option to attach and record such debt against property and land and then 
recover by instalment, early redemption or at the time of sale provides additional 
confidence around the likelihood of successful debt recovery at some point in the future. 
 
The proposed charging order option could also allow property owners to make repayments 
over time even if they could not do so by other means at the time the works were 
necessary.  
 
Disadvantages: 
 
Although the Bill provides another means by which Councils may recover debt, it does not 
resolve the issue of how the initial costs, particularly in the case of discretionary defective 
buildings works can be provided for. (see Question 3) 
 
Whilst the Bill does reintroduce charging orders in addition to the other civil debt recovery 
options, it does not reduce the process that the local authority has to complete to secure 
registration of the order against the title or titles. This has resource implications for the 
local authority in terms of costs, process and time and indeed these costs are multiplied by 
the number of owners and therefore properties sharing the debt. It is not uncommon to be 
dealing with twenty or more owners following dangerous building works within tenements. 
 
The inclusion of an appeal process if initiated by an owner would also be resource 
intensive for the local authority and could potentially be abused by persons wishing to 
avoid or delay payments – is there a need for an appeal process? For example there is no 
such equivalent appeal process proposed within section 27 of the Draft Community 
Empowerment (Scotland) Bill. 
 
The Bill also only applies to the dangerous and defective buildings sections of the Building 
(Scotland) Act 2003 and not to building regulation compliance enforcements as provided 
for previously within the Building (Scotland) Act 1959. Increasing focus on compliance 
within the building warrant process will likely result in increased enforcement activity being 
considered by local authorities and the Bill should be extended to support cost recovery 
following such enforcement and therefore encourage the appropriate use of these 
Sections of the Building (Scotland) Act 2003. 
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As reported in Fife Council’s response to the Scottish Parliament Finance Committee Call 
for Evidence on this Bill, regarding Section 46E, there is a risk that building owners may 
sell their property before the local authority can carry out the work, apportion costs and 
register the charging order - potentially resulting in the charging order not being 
enforceable against the new owner. Experience has shown that some owners will actively 
seek ways to avoid costs resulting from dangerous building interventions. An intermediate 
mechanism to register a “notice of potential liability for costs” should be considered, which 
does not require an amount to be specified at the point of registration (similar to that 
available under the Tenements (S) Act 2004). 

The measures contained in Schedule 6 to the previous 1959 Act also entitled local 
authorities to place a charging order which had priority over existing and future burdens 
and incumbrances. The Bill should include such provision particularly as it appears 
unreasonable that local authority may provide public funding to remedy danger or disrepair 
(likely adding value to the property) then for other creditors to recover these same funds 
when the property is sold. 
 

2.         How will the Bill resolve existing problems and improve the ability of local 
authorities to undertake repairs to dangerous and defective buildings?  
 
As it is not proposed to apply these powers retrospectively it is not expected that the Bill 
will help address existing and previous problematic cost recovery cases. 
 
However as the Bill extends cost recovery options it may increase confidence in the ability 
of local authorities to recover such expenditure and thereby positively influence the 
decisions that local authorities make regarding undertaking discretionary work (defective 
buildings). 
 

3.         Where could the initial capital, required by local authorities to undertake this 
work, be found?  
 
Unless monies can be provided via a funding mechanism such as a central capital fund 
allocation or accessed from a national loan fund for these purposes, capital can only come 
from other budgets to the detriment of other Council priorities. 
 
Fife Council has already reported concerns in this area to the Scottish Parliament Finance 
Committee Call for Evidence on this Bill, suggesting the need for such a funding 
mechanism and also relating to the delay between local authority expenditure and the 
potential 30 year repayment period - particularly recognising the large sums of money 
associated with some dangerous buildings interventions.  
 

4.         Where the owner of a building is not known how, will the Bill improve on the 
current situation?  
 
As the Bill would allow local authority costs to be charged against the land/property this 
should highlight the debt at the point of any sale and may lead to the sums being 
recovered by the local authority. It may therefore provide increased cost recovery 
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confidence in these circumstances and could help facilitate a decision to intervene where 
the intervention required is discretionary (defective buildings).  
 
Fife Council considers that compulsory purchase orders (CPO) powers should also be 
available even when all the building owners are known and CPO is considered the best 
way of either securing or at least reducing local authority losses following dangerous or 
defective buildings interventions. 
 
Fife Council has an example where significant sums are outstanding against dangerous 
building works but cannot recover these costs using current powers and CPO is not 
available as all the owners are known. CPO would potentially provide an effective tool in 
enabling local authorities to better recover such costs and be in a position to consider 
redevelopment the site to benefit the local community. 
 

5.         Are there any equality issues arising from the proposed Bill?  
 
None that we can identify 
 

6.         What are your views on a fixed period of 30 years for repayment?  
 
The 30 year period should be the backstop time period and is considered appropriate for 
larger outstanding sums. The repayment period for smaller sums should be shorter and 
appropriate reflecting the viability of the local authority in administering the yearly 
repayments and pursuing the debt if not paid annually. 

 

Other Comments: 

Fife Council is aware and also welcomes the similar proposals and approach as proposed 
in the Draft Community Empowerment (Scotland) Bill and would suggest that whatever bill 
is ultimately taken forward that the suggested amendments are included i.e. : 

 flexibility in terms of the time period over which the repayments can be made 
(reflecting the amount payable) 

 extension of CPO powers to also include for  when owners are known 

 ability to apply the cost recovery powers retrospectively in appropriate 
circumstances  

 the proposed cost recovery powers also extend to building regulation compliance 

 ability to use a “notice of potential liability” or similar to reduce the risk of new 
owners not being liable for the debt 

 the provision of some kind of funding mechanism to provide the necessary initial 
capital to bridge the gap between local authority expenditure and potentially 
protracted recovery 

 

This Bill and the associated proposals in the draft Community Empowerment (Scotland) 
Bill do not address the significant and associated issue of neglected, often unoccupied  
commercial buildings that are neither dangerous or defective in terms of the Building 
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(Scotland) Act 2003 but visually blight priority areas in our communities such as town 
centres. Fife Council would welcome powers to better address these situations.  

 

 

 


